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A miniature four-hole probe with a sensing area of 1.284mm2 to minimise the measurement errors due to the large pressure and
velocity gradients that occur in highly three-dimensional turbomachinery flows is designed, fabricated, calibrated, and validated.
The probe has good spatial resolution in two directions, thus minimising spatial and flow gradient errors.The probe is calibrated in
an open jet calibration tunnel at a velocity of 50m/s in yaw and pitch angles range of ±40 degrees with an interval of 5 degrees. The
calibration coefficients are defined, determined, and presented. Sensitivity coefficients are also calculated and presented. A lookup
table method is used to determine the four unknown quantities, namely, total and static pressures and flow angles. The maximum
absolute errors in yaw and pitch angles are 2.4 and 1.3 deg., respectively. The maximum absolute errors in total, static, and dynamic
pressures are 3.4, 3.9, and 4.9% of the dynamic pressures, respectively.Measurementsmade with this probe, a conventional five-hole
probe and a miniature Pitot probe across a calibration section, demonstrated that the errors due to gradient and surface proximity
for this probe are considerably reduced compared to the five-hole probe.

1. Introduction

The use of the multihole pressure probes has become com-
mon to determine total and static pressures, flow velocity, and
flow directions in three-dimensional flow fields with suitable
calibrations. Multihole pressure probes make accurate and
simultaneous measurement of total and static pressures and
flowdirectionwhen pressure and velocity gradients are small.
Pressure probes have some advantages over other methods
as their maintenance, relatively low cost, and simplicity
in operation. Hence these are preferred in research and
industrial purposes. In principle, any aerodynamic body
such as cylinder, sphere, wedge, or prism, with a number
of holes can be used to measure three-dimensional flows. A
minimum of four holes on an aerodynamic body is required
to measure the four unknowns, namely, total and static
pressures and two angles inmutually perpendicular planes, in
three-dimensional flows. However for the sake of symmetry
and extended range of measurement capability, five-hole and
seven-hole probes are preferred.

Because of their simplicity in operation and low cost,
extensive investigations are carried out on multihole probes,
particularly on five-hole probes, on their calibration and
data reduction methods and their application to complex
three-dimensional flow measurements. Treaster and Yocum
[1] reported on calibration of different types of five-hole
probes and their errors due to Reynolds number variation
and surface proximity effects. Pisasale and Ahmed [2] had
developed a method to extend the useful operating range for
highly three-dimensional flows by replacing the convention-
ally defined denominator in the calibration coefficients with
a more complex denominator. Pissasale and Ahmed [3, 4]
developed theoretical relationship based on potential flow
for calibration and application of five-hole flows. Yasa and
Paniagua [5] developed a robust method for five-hole probe
calibration. This technique demonstrates that the five-hole
probe can be used even if one of the side holes is blocked.
Dominy and Hodson [6] investigated the effect of various
factors including head shape and Reynolds number on the
calibration of five-hole probes. Lee and Jun [7] calibrated a
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commercial five-hole probe at different Reynolds numbers.
They found that the effect of Reynolds number on the
calibration coefficients is different at different yaw and pitch
angles. A comprehensive review of recent developments in
multihole probe technology is presented by Telionis et al. [8].
Recently Lien and Ahmed [9] have used a five-hole probe to
measure skin friction coefficient in complex two and three-
dimensional flows. This technique avoids the necessity of
aligning a Preston probe with the flow direction and the
necessity of a wall static tap.

But in three-dimensional flows with large pressure and
velocity gradients, in flows such as tip clearance vortex and
other complicated flow phenomena that occur in turboma-
chinery, these probes make erroneous measurements due to
their relatively large size.

Spatial errors can be minimized in two ways first by min-
imizing the probe head dimensions and second by applying
corrections. Earlier, work was done on the miniaturization
of multihole probes. To characterize Dean’s vortices, Ligrani
et al. [10] developed a miniature five-hole probe (diameter
1.22mm) andused in low speed channel flow and they applied
a correction method to account for spatial errors. However
this method has limitations on the size of the pressure tubes
that are used to make the probes. Smaller diameter tubes
have longer response time. Also the small tubes may be easily
blocked by dirt and may give erroneous measurements or
may not give any measurements.

The other alternative is to develop methods to correct
the measurements for the errors due to pressure and velocity
gradients and surface proximity. This approach was adopted
by Chernoray and Hjärne [11], Town et al. [12], and Honen et
al. [13]. However these methods may require larger number
of measurements. For the minimum errors due to pressure
and velocity gradients and surface proximity effects, it will be
necessary to combine both the techniques.

The probe size is relatively large in the above cases.
However the pressure and velocity gradients are large in tip
clearance vortex, end wall flows, flow in corner of blades, and
other complex flows that occur in turbomachinery. Hence
there is a strong requirement of furtherminiaturisation of the
probe head for highly three-dimensional flowmeasurements.
For three-dimensional flow measurements a four-hole probe
which can measure four independent pressures can be used.

Four-hole probes have some advantages over five- and
seven-hole probes as fewer measurements and reduced
instrumentation are required during calibration and appli-
cation. The measuring volume of the probe head is small
compared with the five-hole probe. Hence the spatial errors
caused by large pressure and velocity gradients and errors due
to the surface proximity effects and shear gradients effects are
reduced.

Four-hole probes come in many configurations and are
used for many applications.The simple and earliest four-hole
probe was obtained by modifying a three-hole cylindrical
probe. An additional hole which is mainly sensitive to the
flow in the pitch plane is added to the end of a three-
hole probe. This type of probe is known as cantilevered
four-hole cylindrical probe and used in many measurement
applications in turbomachinery (Erwin, [14]) and other

flows (Maheshwari et al., [15]). Similar four-hole probe with
wedge configuration is commercially available from AC-
flow Corporation [16]. Heneka [17] and Ainsworth et al.
[18] developed similar four-hole wedge probes with fast
response pressure transducers to measure periodic total and
static pressures, velocity and its three components, and flow
angles.These probes are usually large about 3mm in diameter
and the measuring errors due to pressure and velocity
gradients and surface proximity are usually large. However
it has to be mentioned that Schlienger [19] developed a
cantilever cylindrical probe of 1.2mm tip diameter with
a spatial resolution of about 1mm. This type of probe is
very useful to measure the flows in diffusers of centrifugal
compressors and in labyrinth seals of axial turbines, where
the spanwise flow angles are usually small. However formany
turbomachinery flow measurements, pressure probes with
very small measurement volumes and capability to measure
large spanwise angles are needed. The available literature on
such probes is presented below.

A four-hole probe which satisfies partially the above
requirements was developed by Shepherd [20] for the three-
dimensional flow measurements. The main feature of the
probe is a tip shaped like the frustrum of a pyramid, with
three-side holes equispaced around a central hole.This probe
was calibrated in yaw and pitch angle range of ±40∘ and the
calibration space is divided into six zones, making the use
of this probe somewhat complicated. Sitaram and Treaster
[21] have developed and presented two miniature four-hole
probes. The probe heads were fabricated from 0.55mm outer
diameter and 0.30mm inner diameter stainless steel hypo-
dermic tubes. The probe heads are machined to a 50 degree
half angle cone and located approximately four local support
diameters upstream to reduce support interference effects.
These probes have slightly less measuring volumes and
higher spatial resolution compared to the probe developed by
Shepherd.The probe with pyramid head was extensively used
in many flow measurement applications.

Based on the above literature the commonly used four-
hole probes can be divided into three designs, namely, modi-
fied cylindrical/hemi spherical probe, wedge/pyramid probe,
and forward facing tube probe.These probes are presented in
Figure 1. Bothmodified cylindrical/hemi spherical probe and
wedge/pyramid probe can be used when the measurement
space is limited, such as in diffuser passages of centrifugal
compressors and turbomachinery seals. But the pitch angle
range of these probes is limited and cannot be increased. A
properly designed forward facing tube four-hole probe can
be used tomeasure highly three-dimensional flows with large
variations in both yaw and pitch angle ranges.

The forward facing tube probe 2 shown in Figure 1 can be
used both in the four-hole and five-hole probe modes. In the
four-hole probe mode, tube 5 was not used. Tube 5 could be
eliminated or used to mount a thermocouple. This probe has
a smaller error due to velocity gradient effect, as the probe
height in the pitch plane is equal to two-tube diameters only.
The four-hole probe 1 shown in 1 and five-hole probe have
larger errors due to velocity gradient effect, as their heights
in the pitch plane are two and one-half times tube diameters
and three times tube diameters, respectively. It should be
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Figure 1: Commonly used four-hole probe configurations.

noted that these probes are smaller than any commercially
available probes, so that spatial and velocity gradient effects
are minimized.

The probes described above have small errors due to
pressure and velocity gradients and surface proximity errors.
However these errors are still large in many turbomachinery
flows. Hence it is necessary to develop methods to further
reduce the spatial and surface proximity errors.

The four independent pressures can be related to deter-
mine the four unknowns, namely, total and static pressures
and two flow angles in mutually perpendicular planes. From
the total and static pressures, velocity can be calculated.
Using the flow angles, the three velocity components can be
calculated. Hence a four-hole probe is chosen for develop-
ment. Probe tip design can vary diversely depending on the
particular application. A pressure probe must be designed
for particular application where it is used. Four-hole probes
are used by Sitaram and Treaster [21] and other researchers.
However the configuration used by these researchers has
good spatial resolution in one direction only. A four-hole
probe with good spatial resolution in two directions for
highly three-dimensional flow measurement is developed in
this paper.

2. Objective

The objective of the present investigation is to design, fabri-
cate, calibrate, and validate a miniature four-hole probe with
minimum spatial error for accurate three-dimensional flow
measurement with large pressure and velocity gradients as
in cases of tip clearance vortex, flows in corner of blades,
end wall flows, and other complex flows that occur in
turbomachinery.

3. Design and Fabrication of Four-Hole Probe

For three-dimensional flow, four (at least) or more holes
strategically located on a probe head are necessary to deter-
mine the flow.Design of anymultihole probe is a compromise

between many conflicting requirements, such as small probe
tip versus good response and large yaw and pitch angle
measurement capability versus sensitivity of the calibration
coefficients. As the size of the probe tip is reduced, by using
smaller tubes, the response of the pressure measuring time
increases. Hence more time is required for data acquisition.
Smaller chamfer angle of the probe gives larger yaw and
pitch angle measurement capability at the expense of reduced
sensitivity of the calibration coefficients. The present probe
is designed to optimise these conflicting requirements. In
the present investigation, the four holes correspond to the
centre hole, one yaw hole and two pitch holes of a five-
hole probe. This design deviates from the design of earlier
four-hole probes, which use one centre hole, two yaw holes,
and one pitch hole of a five-hole probe. The commonly
used five-hole probes are symmetric about both yaw and
pitch axes, while the commonly used four-hole probes are
symmetric about the yaw axis. The commonly used four-
hole probes have more yaw angle range and better sensitivity
of calibration coefficients in the yaw plane. The advantage
of the present design is that the pitch angle range can be
increased, although the yaw angle range is reduced.This is not
amajor disadvantage as the probe can be easily change its yaw
angle when the flow exceeds the calibration yaw angle range.
However a new technique needs to be developed to determine
reference yaw angle. The centre hole with a chamfer angle of
90∘ to the tube gives ameasure of total pressure and is denoted
by 𝑃
𝐶
. The side hole is chamfered at an angle of about 35∘

to the yaw plane and is noted as 𝑃
𝑆
and is mainly sensitive

to the yaw angle variation. The bottom and top holes are
chamfered at an angle of about 35∘ to the pitch plane and are
noted as 𝑃

𝐵
and 𝑃

𝑇
, respectively, and are mainly sensitive to

the pitch angle variation. Hence four independent pressures
can be measured, which are sufficient to define the three-
dimensional flow. It has been already demonstrated that small
chamfer angle gives higher calibration angle range. Hence
small chamfer angle is chosen for the present design.

The probe head design is chosen so as it has good spatial
resolution in both yaw and pitch directions. Assuming the
tube size is the same, five-hole and seven-hole probes have a
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Figure 2: (a) AutoCAD drawing of probe. (b) Photo of probe tip.

spatial resolution of 3𝑑 (𝑑: tube diameter) in both directions.
Four-hole probes of existing designs have a spatial resolution
of 3𝑑 × 2𝑑 in yaw and pitch directions.The present probe has
a spatial resolution of 2𝑑 in both directions. Therefore it can
be used for highly three-dimensional flows such as flow in
corner of blades and end wall flows with large pressure and
velocity gradients in all directions.The probe is L-shaped and
the probe head details are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).
The material of the all tubes used in fabrication of four-hole
probe is stainless steel. The final probe has a measuring area
of 1.284mm2. Design and fabrication details and the sizes
of hypodermic tubes used for fabrication of the probes are
described in Table 1.

Tip Section.The centre hole (𝐶) with a chamfer angle of 90∘ to
the tube gives ameasure of total pressure and is denoted by𝑃

𝐶

which is at lower left position.The side hole is chamfered at an
angle of about 35∘ to the yaw plane and is designated as𝑃

𝑆
and

ismainly sensitive to the yaw angle variation.Thebottomhole
(𝐵) and top hole (𝑇) are chamfered at an angle of about 35∘ to
the pitch plane and are noted as 𝑃

𝐵
and 𝑃

𝑇
, respectively, and

are mainly sensitive to the pitch angle variation. Hence four
independent probe pressures are sufficient to define the three-
dimensional flow. It has been already demonstrated that
small chamfer gives lower sensitivity and higher operating
range [22]. Tip section is made of four 0.414mm diameter
tubes which are inserted into four other 0.719mm diameter
tubes. This leaves a small gap of 0.3mm between the four
0.414mm diameter tubes. No attempt is made to fill this gap,
as it would be very difficult to do so without distorting the
extremely small diameter tubes. These small gaps also seem
to have very little effect on the calibration curves. All joints of
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Table 1

Measuring tube diameter (mm) Holding tube diameter (mm) Probe size Measuring area (mm2)
𝑊 (mm) 𝑇 (mm)

0.414 0.719 1.133 1.133 1.284

small diameter tubes are made using Araldite. The 0.719mm
diameter tubes are bent at an angle of 90∘ with a radius of
curvature of about 5mm.

Stem Section. The stem section consists of four 1.27mm
diameter tubes of about 500mm length which are inserted
into the other ends of the 0.719mm diameter tubes. To keep
the four tubes in the proper plane they are brazed at different
positions along its length. To maintain the position of the
inner tubes fixed with respect to the stem, the outer tube of
3.175mm inner diameter is also brazed with these tubes.This
tube of 4mm outer diameter acts as the probe holder.

4. Calibration Tunnel, Device,
Procedure, and Program

An open jet low speed calibration tunnel facility of Ther-
mal Turbomachines Laboratory, Department of Mechanical
Engineering, IIT Madras, is used for calibration of the
miniature four-hole probe as shown in Figure 3.

Calibration device is made of base plate, 𝑐 clamp, pro-
tractors, and pointers for measurement of pitch (𝛽) and yaw
(𝛼) angles. The twenty-channel selection box and the FC012
digital micromanometer with a range of 1–200mm of water
and sensitivity of 0.1mm of differential air pressure are used
to measure the probe pressures. The micromanometer uses
the output signals from the selection box to get the velocity
and pressure readings.

Calibration of the probe is carried out at a velocity of
50m/s. The probe is mounted on the probe holder with the
help of sleeve such that the pressure sensing holes of the probe
are to face the flow. The assembly of the probe and probe
holder is kept 100mm away from the exit of the nozzle.

At first the zeroing of probe is done by setting up the pitch
angle (𝛽) to zero degree. Initially, by changing the yaw angle
(𝛼), set the position of the probe such that the pressure sensed
by centre hole is maximum and the yaw angle corresponding
to themaximumpressure sensed by centre hole is noted down
and then the probe is rotated on both positive and negative
sides of the yaw angle until the pressure at the centre hole
is equal to the half of the maximum pressure sensed and the
corresponding yaw angles are noted down.Themean of these
yaw angles is taken as zero reference yaw angle.

After fixing the zero reference position the probe is
calibrated by changing 𝛼 and 𝛽 in the range of −40∘ to 40∘
with an interval of 5∘. The calibration is done by keeping 𝛼
constant and by varying 𝛽. For every combination of 𝛼 and 𝛽,
the probe pressures are recorded.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Sample Data. To determine the qualitative accuracy of
the measurements, the measured pressure data is nondimen-
sionalised with dynamic pressure and variation of various

nondimensional probe pressures presented against yaw and
pitch angles in Figure 4. Pressure measured by the central
hole, 𝑃

𝐶
, is maximum at smaller yaw and pitch angles and

varies more or less symmetrically about both yaw and pitch
angles. Pressure measured by the side hole, 𝑃

𝑆
, seems to

be mainly sensitive to yaw angle. Pressures measured by
the bottom hole, 𝑃

𝐵
, and top hole, 𝑃

𝑇
, are mainly sensitive

to pitch angle. The graphs show the expected trends of
measured pressures without any abnormal values. Hence the
data is found satisfactory and is used to determine calibration
coefficients.

5.2. Calibration Coefficients. The calibration coefficients are
defined as follows:

𝑃BAR =
(𝑃
𝑆
+ 𝑃
𝐵
+ 𝑃
𝑇
)

3

,

𝐷 = 𝑃
𝐶
− 𝑃BAR,

𝐶PYAW =
(𝑃
𝐶
− 𝑃
𝑆
)

𝐷

,

𝐶PPITCH =
(𝑃
𝑇
− 𝑃
𝐵
)

𝐷

,

𝐶PTOTAL =
(𝑃
𝐶
− 𝑃
𝑂
)

𝑄

,

𝐶PSTATIC =
(𝑃BAR − 𝑃ST)

𝑄

,

𝑄 = 𝑃
𝑂
− 𝑃ST = 𝑃𝑂 (as 𝑃ST = 0)

=

(𝑃
𝐶
− 𝑃
𝑂
)

𝑃
𝑂

=
𝑃BAR
𝑃
𝑂

.

(1)

Calibration Curves. The following calibration curves are
presented in Figure 4. For the sake of clarity, calibration
curves are shown at 10∘ intervals only.

(1) 𝐶PYAW versus 𝐶PPITCH for different pitch and yaw
angles.

(2) 𝐶PTOTAL and 𝐶PSTATIC contours with 𝐶PPITCH and
𝐶PYAW along the axis.

In Figure 4, calibration coefficients at 𝛼 = −40∘ and
𝛽 = −40∘ are not presented. The value of probe dynamic
pressure,𝐷 is very small and themagnitude of the calibration
coefficients is very large.

For an ideal five-hole probe, 𝐶PYAW versus 𝐶PPITCH
calibration curves at constant yaw angles will be horizontal
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and symmetrical about zero yaw angle.𝐶PYAW versus𝐶PPITCH
calibration curves at constant pitch angles will be vertical and
symmetrical about zero pitch angle. Because of nonlinearity
in the behaviour of static pressure, these calibration curves
will be curved. For a four-hole probe, the calibration curves
will be asymmetric about both yaw and pitch angles at zero

value. In 𝐶PYAW versus 𝐶PPITCH curves for 𝛽 = 20∘, 30∘, and
40∘, 𝐶PPITCH is minimum at 𝛼 = 0∘ and increases nonlinearly
on both sides of the zero yaw angle. For 𝛽 = −20∘, −10∘, 0∘,
and 10∘, 𝐶PPITCH is found to vary nonlinearly for different
values of yaw angles. For 𝛽 = −30∘ and −40∘, 𝐶PPITCH is
maximum at 𝛼 = 0∘ and decreases nonlinearly on both sides
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Figure 5: Calibration curves of miniature four-hole probe.

of the yaw angles. At 𝛼 = 0∘ , 𝐶PYAW is almost a straight line
for various pitch angles and as 𝛼 increases on both sides
𝐶PYAW varies nonlinearly for different values of pitch angles
as shown in Figure 4. From Figure 4, it is evident that the
pitch coefficient, 𝐶PPITCH, has larger sensitivity with pitch
angle compared to 𝐶PYAW sensitivity with yaw angle. This is
expected as𝐶PPITCH depends on two pitch holes compared to
𝐶PYAW which depends on one yaw hole only.

In the 𝐶PTOTAL and 𝐶PSTATIC contours (Figure 5), the
minimum 𝐶PTOTAL contour is 0 at zero yaw and pitch angles.
By definition of the 𝐶PTOTAL, as the pressure sensed by the
centre hole is always less than the total pressure, 𝐶PTOTAL can
be either zero or negative. At pitch and yaw angles away from
zero values, 𝐶PTOTAL becomes more negative.

The minimum 𝐶PSTATIC contour is 0.7 at small yaw and
pitch angles because it depends on 𝑃BAR and 𝑃BAR is average
pressure sensed by side, bottom, and top holes. Hence the
value of 𝐶PSTATIC decreases at higher yaw and pitch angles
because𝑃BAR decreases rapidly at higher yaw andpitch angles.

5.3. Sensitivity Analysis of Calibration Coefficients. To define
the accuracy of the measurements, sensitivity analysis of

calibration data is carried out. The sensitivity coefficients are
defined as a function of yawor pitch anglewhile keeping pitch
or yaw angle constant. The sensitivity coefficients are shown
in Figure 6.

Sensitivity coefficients are defined as

Δ𝐶
𝑃𝑖
=

(𝐶
𝑃(𝑖+1)
− 𝐶
𝑃(𝑖−1)
)

(Angle (𝑖 + 1) − Angle (𝑖 − 1))
, (2)

where 𝐶
𝑃
is the one of the four calibration coefficients,

namely 𝐶PYAW, 𝐶PPITCH, 𝐶PTOTAL, and 𝐶PSTATIC, and 𝑖 is the
yaw or pitch angle where the calibration data is taken.

The probe pressures change rapidly at large yaw and
pitch angles. Therefore calibration coefficients at large values
of yaw and pitch angles have higher sensitivity. Although
higher sensitivity implies more accurate measurements but
operating range of the probe will be less. It is to be kept
in mind that small error in pressures results in large errors
in calibration coefficients and their sensitivity. At low values
of yaw and pitch angles, sensitivity coefficients are low.
The probe hole chamfered angles are small, about 35∘. It
is already demonstrated that small chamfer angles result in
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Figure 6: Sensitivity curves of calibration coefficients.

lower sensitivity and large chamfer angles result in higher
sensitivity [22].

5.4. Validation of Calibration Data. Sitaram and Kumar
[23] developed a look up table method to determine the
four unknown quantities, namely, yaw and pitch angles and
static and total pressure coefficients from the calculated yaw
and pitch coefficients of a five-hole probe. The yaw and
pitch coefficients are calculated from the measured pressure
data. The same method is utilised for determining the flow
quantities from the present four-hole probe measurements.
No additional data is taken for interpolation during the
calibration of the probe. However the calibration data at
intervals of 10∘ rather than 5∘ are used. All the calibration
data are used as measured data. A calibration interval of 10∘
is large. Sumner [24] recommended that this is the largest
calibration interval that can be used with a seven-hole probe.

The interpolated values are comparedwith those obtained
during calibration. Histograms of errors in yaw and pitch
angles are presented in Figure 7. The errors at the extremes
of the calibration range, that is, ±40∘ of yaw and pitch angles,
are omitted from these graphs. Most of the errors in yaw and
pitch angles are within ±1∘ and most of the errors in total,
static, and dynamic pressures are within −0.005 to 0.01% of
the dynamic head.

Themaximum absolute, average, and rms values of errors
in yaw and pitch angles and total, static, and dynamic
pressures are also presented in Table 2.

Except for yaw angle and dynamic pressure, the errors
are very small. The large values of error occur near the
extreme range of calibration. The errors are due to the
data reduction program only. All other measurement errors
such as instrumentation errors, errors due calibration (zero
angle settings, pitch and yaw angle measurements during
calibration, etc.), are not included. The calibration data is
given in 10 deg. interval.The calibration data in 5 deg. interval
(excluding the data at 10 deg. interval) are given as measured
data. The errors are almost negligible when both calibration
data andmeasured data are given in 5 deg. interval.The errors
presented by Lee and Jun [7], who used a calibration interval
of 5∘ in their data reduction program, have similarmagnitude.

5.5. Comparison of Measurements in a Calibration Duct.
The four-hole probe along with a conventional truncated
conical head with perpendicular holes (3mm dia. head)
and an extremely small Pitot tube is used to measure the
flow across the calibration section of the calibration tunnel
available atThermal Turbomachines Laboratory, Department
of Mechanical engineering, IIT Madras (0.5mm tip dia. of
5mm length; this tube is extended to 0.8mm dia. tube,
followed by 1.27mm dia. tube to reduce the response time).
A schematic of the calibration tunnel is shown in Figure 8.

The circumferentially averaged wall static pressure of
the settling chamber is equal to the total pressure in the
calibration section. The static pressure at the measurement
station is measured by means of four circumferentially
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Table 2

Parameter Maximum error Minimum error Average value RMS value
Δ𝛼 1.7∘ −2.4∘ −0.26∘ 0.80∘

Δ𝛽 1.3∘ −1.1∘ 0.01∘ 0.42∘

Δ𝑃
𝑂
/𝑄 0.034 −0.031 −0.001 0.008

Δ𝑃ST/𝑄 0.026 −0.034 −0.002 0.012
Δ𝑄/𝑄 0.029 −0.049 0.003 0.011

averaged wall static pressure taps. The probes are traversed
from the centre of the calibration section to the end of the
opposite wall. A manual traversing mechanism with 1mm
measurement resolution along the radial direction and 1∘
measurement resolution in the yaw plane is used to traverse
the probes. The three probes are nulled at the centre of the
calibration section and traversed in large intervals (10mm)
near the centre. As the probes approach the opposite wall, the
intervals are reduced to 5mm, 2mm, and 1mm. The results
of these measurements are presented in Figure 9.

From Figure 9, it is evident that the nondimensional total
pressure and velocity measured by all the three probes are
in good agreement at the centre and away from the centre
up to a distance of 0.2 times radius from the calibration
section wall. For the Pitot tube, wall static pressure is used
to calculate velocity. The flow is uniform in this region.
The thickness of the boundary layer is about 0.2 times the
radius of the calibration section. The nondimensional static
pressures measured by the four-hole and five-hole probes are
in good agreement with the nondimensional static pressure
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measured by the wall static pressure taps. Only very near the
wall of the calibration section, the static pressures measured
by the probes are slightly higher than that measured by the
wall static pressure taps.

Near the wall, pressure probes suffer from two major
sources of errors, namely, pressure or velocity gradients
and surface proximity errors. In addition, the turbulence
intensity increases as the probes approach the walls. Recent
investigations [25] have shown that the turbulence intensity
affects the calibration characteristics of multihole probes and
suggested that the multihole probes should be calibrated at
the same turbulence intensity of the flow to be measured.
Sitaram et al. [26] have discussed these and other sources
of errors in the application of five-hole probes and they
gave estimates of their magnitudes. Near the wall, the flow
is modified due to the presence of the probe and the
probe gives erroneous results. These erroneous results are
usually confined to a distance of about twice the diameter
of the probe. All the parameters that are measured, namely,
total and static pressures, flow angles, and velocity and its
three components, are affected due to the surface proximity.
However, usually static pressure and pitch angle show larger
errors. As the tip diameter of the Pitot tube is only 0.5mm,
it can measure total pressure accurately 1mm away from the
wall. The nominal sizes of the four-hole and five-hole probes
are 1.1mm and 3mm, respectively, and the errors measured
by these probes extend up to distances of about 2 and 6mm,
respectively.This can be clearly demonstrated by examination
of the radial distribution of yaw and pitch angles.

The radial distribution of yaw and pitch angles measured
by the four-hole and five-hole probes is also presented in
Figure 9. At the centre of the calibration section, both yaw
and pitch angles are zero as the flow is one-dimensional and
aligned with the axis of the calibration section. These angles
are close to zero up to very close to the wall. The small
discrepancies can be attributed to the interpolation errors.
As expected, the angles measured by the four-hole probe are
nonzero very close to the wall (𝑦/𝑟 ≤ 0.02). For the five-
hole probe, the angles measured are nonzero and are up to
𝑦/𝑟 = 0.06. The maximum values of yaw angles are −2 and
−3, for the four-hole and five-hole probes, respectively. The
maximum values of pitch angles are 4 and 6, respectively, for
the four-hole and five-hole probes.

6. Conclusions

A miniature four-hole probe with minimum spatial error is
designed and fabricated. The probe can be used to analyze
three-dimensional flows with large pressure and velocity
gradients in all directions as in cases of tip clearance vortex,
flows in corner of blades, end wall flows, and other complex
flows that occur in turbomachinery. The probe is calibrated
in the range of −40∘ to 40∘ in both yaw and pitch planes
with an interval of 5∘. Calibration coefficients are defined,
determined, andplotted. Sensitivity analysis of the calibration
data is also performed. A lookup table method is used to
interpolate the four unknown quantities, namely, total and
static pressures and flow angles. The maximum absolute

errors in yaw and pitch angles are 2.4 and 1.3 deg. respectively.
The maximum absolute errors in total, static and dynamic
pressures are 3.4, 3.9 and 4.9% of the dynamic pressures
respectively. Measurements made with this probe, a conven-
tional five-hole probe and a miniature Pitot probe across
a calibration section, demonstrated that the errors due to
gradient and surface proximity for this probe are considerably
reduced compared to the five-hole probe. Hence, this probe is
more suitable to measure three-dimensional flows with large
pressure and velocity gradients as in cases of tip clearance
vortex, flows in corner of blades, end wall flows, and other
complex flows that occur in turbomachinery.

Nomenclature

𝐶PPITCH: Pitch coefficient
𝐶PSTATIC: Static pressure coefficient
𝐶PTOTAL: Total pressure coefficient
𝐶PYAW: Yaw coefficient
𝐷: Probe dynamic pressure (Pa)
𝑃
𝐵
: Pressure sensed by bottom hole (Pa)
𝑃
𝐶
: Pressure sensed by centre hole (Pa)
𝑃BAR: Average pressure sensed by chamfered

holes (defined in text)
𝑃
𝑂
: Total Pressure (Pa)
𝑃
𝑆
: Pressure sensed by side hole (Pa)
𝑃ST: Static Pressure (Pa)
𝑃
𝑇
: Pressure sensed by top hole (Pa)
𝑃
𝑤
: Static pressure measured by wall taps of

the calibration section (Pa)
𝑄: Dynamic pressure (Pa)
𝑟: Radius of calibration section (m)
𝑉: Velocity in the calibration section (m/s)
𝑉
𝐶
: Velocity at the centre of the calibration

section (m/s)
𝑦: Distance from the wall of the calibration

section (m)
𝛼: Yaw angle (deg.)
𝛽: Pitch angle (deg.)
Δ𝛼, Δ𝛽: Errors in interpolated values of yaw and

pitch angles (deg.)
Δ𝑃
𝑂
, Δ𝑃ST: Errors in interpolated values of total and

static pressures (Pa)
𝐶: Value at the centre of the calibration

section.
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